Option to suppress label of a widget or group

Description

In some cases it may be useful to suppress the label of a widget in the form if the context (e.g. GROUP title) already explains it - or vice versa (suppress the group title instead of the widget label). This would save some screen space in the form and makes it easier to understand for the user.

It is suggested to have a double-click option in the drag- and drop designer (opens a dialog) and add an option to suppress the title (for group container) or label (for widget). Similar to the multi-column and title option on the group containers in the drag and drop designer.

Associated revisions

Revision f10f4a5a - 2016-08-19 02:23 PM - Matthias Kuhn

[feature] Allow controlling labels for individual edit widgets

In the drag and drop designer, a double click on an item will allow controlling if the label should be shown for each item individually.

Fix #15450

Revision 1bd26f75 - 2016-08-19 02:50 PM - Matthias Kuhn

[feature] Allow controlling labels for individual edit widgets

In the drag and drop designer, a double click on an item will allow controlling if the label should be shown for each item individually.

Fix #15450

History

#1 - 2016-08-19 05:27 AM - Anonymous
- Status changed from Open to Closed

Fixed in changeset commit:"f10f4a5a12bd2bc23cd8f98eacdf42ab5caca18d".